
MillO Dance Projects Summer Workshop
Waiver 2022
(Aug, 26-28, 2022)

Between MillO Dance Projects hereinafter called the MDP

_________________________ (Print Name) hereinafter called the Participant.

Safety and Injury
(a) The Participant deems themselves to be in good physical health and capable of the
activity they are undertaking in this workshop. They hold themselves fully responsible for
their health and well-being and will not hold the MDP responsible for injury caused by
process, property (location) or creation/choreography during any MDP activity.

(b) The Participant releases MDP instructors / workshop leaders from any liability with respect to
damage or injury that I may suffer during participation in physical activity at the workshop except
where the damage or injury is caused by the gross or wilful negligence of the MillO Dance
Projects instructors / workshop leaders within the scope of their duties.

Photo Release
The Participant consents for MDP to use and release their image in photo &amp; video footage
for MDP’s marketing, documentation and archival material.

I give permission for MDP to use my image in any marketing, online or print, material.
I understand that I may be tagged on social media. I understand that MDP has
full ownership of any photos and film footage of the workshop.

All Participants of Richmond Minor Football League’s Programs agree to abide by the
following points when entering club facilities or to participate in club activities under the
COVID-19 Response plan and Return to Sport Protocol: *

COVID-19
We ask you to review, understand, and agree to the following terms and conditions when
entering the facilities MDP Summer Workshop is held.

1. I agree to stay home if I have had a positive COVID-19 test within 14 days prior to the start of
this workshop.
2. I agree to stay home if I have exhibited any symptoms of COVID-19 within 14 days prior to
the start of this course.
3. I agree to stay home if I have been in the presence of, or otherwise been exposed to anyone
who has tested positive for, or exhibited symptoms of, COVID-19 within the 14 days prior to the
start of this workshop.



4. I agree to stay home if I have been asked to be isolated by a doctor, healthcare provider, or
public health unit.
5. I agree to stay home if I am experiencing any symptoms of COVID-19 at the start date of this
workshop.
6. I understand and agree that, by my signature below, I am providing MDP with my
informed consent to waive any right to make a claim or bring a cause of action with full
knowledge of the risk of COVID-19, including that it may cause severe illness up to and
including death, and I accept this risk. For the avoidance of doubt, I further understand and
agree that my informed consent means that I cannot sue MDP if I contract COVID-19.
7. I am fully vaccinated and will provide proof of vaccination to MDP.

Harassment Policy
Please review MDP’s harassment policy carefully prior to the start of the workshop. You can
find it here.
(https://img1.wsimg.com/blobby/go/485c9037-02e7-4545-af3b-ad52e6856858/downloads/MDP
%20-%20Harassment%20Policy.pdf?ver=1655298587546)
By signing this agreement, you acknowledge that you have read these guidelines in full and
agree to adhere to them.

Code of Conduct
MDP abides by the Canadian Code of Conduct for the Performing Arts, which is attached. By
signing this letter of Agreement, the Lead Members of MDP agree to the policies and
procedures contained therein.

MDP is committed to the growth and comfort of their participants. This agreement is to ensure
that the participants understand the scope of the Kaeja Elevations and contemporary partnering,
their responsibilities and MDP’s responsibilities. Your signature below confirms.

By signing below, I, as the parent or the guardian of my child, acknowledge that I have
read the waiver release above and discussed and explained it to my child. I understand
that I am giving up substantial rights for myself and my child by signing this document
and I and my child agree to comply with its intent and purpose. We state affirmatively
that we are both signing this document voluntarily.

______________    ____________________________________
Date                        Print Participant Name

______________   ____________________________________
Date                        Print Parent/Guardian Name

_______________________
Signature of Parent/Guardian
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Canadian Code of Conduct 
for the Performing Arts

We pledge to create safer, more inclusive, respectful workplaces where artists can thrive, free from all forms 
of harassment, including sexual harassment, discrimination, bullying and violence.  
 
Harassment can take many forms including unwanted sexual attention, inappropriate jokes or texts, threats, 
and other unwelcome verbal, written, visual, or physical communication or conduct.
 
We believe that every artist, cultural worker, volunteer and employee should expect the following: 
•     A work environment that encourages the creative process, provides transparent communication and 

promotes mutual respect from everyone involved
•     A workplace free from harassment, discrimination, bullying and violence in all forms
•      When harassment, discrimination or violence takes place, empowerment to speak out, report abuses  

in good faith, expect thorough, timely investigations and appropriate measures and/or consequences
•    Expect those they work with to recognize the personal and physical boundaries of others
•    Never to have to be alone with individuals who make them uncomfortable or who threaten their safety
•     Never be forced to conduct work in non-professional environments in which they may feel uncomfortable 

or at personal risk, such as but not limited to private hotel rooms, vehicles or homes.
•     Rehearsals and performances involving culturally-specific content will be conducted with advance 

consultation, care, sensitivity, and respect
•     Rehearsals and performances involving sensitive material – including intimacy, nudity, violence, 

or sexual content – will be conducted with the utmost care, advance consent and respect
•     If required to engage in any form of physical contact—such as but not limited to dancers, actors, and choreographers – 

ensure that the contact is consensual and expect to be able to speak out against any touch to which they do not consent
 
In support of these values and expectations, we commit to: 

•  Enact policies and procedures that maintain zero tolerance for harassment, discrimination, bullying and violence
• Ensure that Code of Conduct, policies, and procedures are reviewed at least annually and attached to all contracts 

and letters of agreement  
• Convene artists, cultural workers, volunteers, and employees before each season or project to discuss the Code 

of Conduct, shared values and expectations, and provide information on policies and reporting mechanisms 
• Provide artists, cultural workers, volunteers, and employees with definitions of harassment, including sexual 

harassment, discrimination, bullying, and violence 
• Make available or provide training resources for artists, cultural workers, volunteers and employees so that 

all stakeholders learn the di!erence between acceptable and unacceptable workplace behavior, know how 
to report inappropriate conduct, and discover how to cultivate a healthy workplace culture

• Post Code of Conduct and all anti-harassment policies and procedures prominently in all workplaces 
• Ensure that the Code of Conduct, and all anti-harassment policies and procedures apply to all individuals who conduct 

work on the company’s behalf, including artists, cultural workers, guest artists, directors, choreographers, conductors, 
sta! members, board members, contractors, interns, suppliers, and volunteers 

• Ensure that these policies apply in any environment where company or project work is being conducted, including 
auditions, rehearsals, meetings, job interviews, company functions, fundraising events, o!-site performances and tours, 
and work-related conferences and training sessions

• Provide a system for reporting and investigating acts of wrongdoing, including,
 » Identifying and/or establishing reporting mechanisms to disclose abusive behavior, including designating 

individuals to receive and process these complaints when possible
 » Providing and prominently posting information on additional reporting resources (third-party tip lines, union 

partners, community agencies and local authorities)
 » Ensuring that allegations of inappropriate behavior are investigated and resolved in a thorough and timely manner 

and that the parties involved will benefit from the principles of natural justice, by learning of the allegations against 
them and having the opportunity to respond to them

 »  Protecting whistleblowers so they are shielded from any repercussions for reporting violations in good faith
 »  Ensuring that parameters are in place to protect, whenever possible, confidentiality and the privacy of information 

during an investigation. The name of the complainant, circumstances of the complaint, investigation reports, 
complaints, witness statements and other documents or information will be kept strictly confidential, except 
when disclosure is necessary as part of the investigation

 »  Enacting consequences for violations that are commensurate with the acts committed, including additional training, 
controls, suspension, or termination

 » O!ering further training and/or counseling to artists, cultural workers, volunteers and employees after a violation 
occurs in the workplace

 » When a complaint is made that involves illegal conduct, applicable authorities must be notified in accordance 
with local, provincial and federal laws, including human rights legislation and health/safety legislation

Artists tell the stories of our time through courageous acts of creativity that require vulnerability, honesty, 
sacrifice, and talent.  It is our shared responsibility to create safe spaces for artists to create within, and 
by signing on to this pledge, we commit to this work on behalf of all Canadian performing artists. 

 

For more information or to see a full list of signatures to the code of conduct,  
visit www.respectfulartsworkplaces.ca. 
 

The Code of Conduct is a set of voluntary commitments developed by a coalition of Canadian performing arts stakeholders. 
Each signatory is solely responsible for upholding its commitments under the Code and its obligations under the law.
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